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Get Mature Bulls Screaming 
With Knight & Hale’s Bull Horn Bugle Tube 

Bull Horn includes Wooly Bully diaphragm to create an unparalleled elk-calling combo. 
 
Birmingham, AL – Knight and Hale® Game Calls, a legendary call brand known for its 
dedication to creating calls that produce the most life-like wildlife sounds, takes decades of 
elk hunting experience and poured it into the Bull Horn Bugle Tube. Bugling is one of the 
most exciting parts of hunting elk, and the Bull Horn was built for the elk hunter who’s not 
afraid of pulling elk in so close that it’s uncomfortable.  
 
Calling elk is a delicate balance of carrying the calls necessary to pull in any bull regardless 
of his mood, and traveling light enough to be able to go anywhere needed to seal the deal—
that’s rarely close to a road. To directly alleviate this elk-hunter’s burden, Knight & Hale’s 
Bull Horn Bugle Tube compresses to 12 inches in length for lightweight and compact 
transport into the darkest timber, and when duty calls, the Bull Horn extends to 23 inches 
for perfect simulation of real bugling.  
 
The Bull Horn also features an easy-to-carry design that remains silent when accidentally 
bumped or scraped by branches as you sneak in and the action gets close and intense. In 
addition, the generous 23-inch length, in conjunction with the tube design, allows buglers 
exceptional inflection and volume control to dupe even the weariest of mature bulls. 
 
To further diversify the sound range of the Bull Horn Bugle Tube, it comes with a Knight & 
Hale Wooly Bully diaphragm call to create a sound combo that’s unmatched by the 
competition. 
 
Bull Horn Bugle Tube Highlighted Features: 

• Compressed measurement: 12 inches 
• Extended measurement: 23 inches 
• Easy-to-carry, silent touch design for lethal stalking 
• Exceptional inflection and volume control 
• Comes with a Knight & Hale Wooly Bully diaphragm call 

 
 
The MSRP for the Bull Horn Bugle Tube is $19.99. 
 
For more information about the Bull Horn Bugle Tube or any other Knight & Hale hunting 
products, contact Glenn Walker at glenn@providencemarketinggroup.net or visit 
www.knightandhale.com. 
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About Knight & Hale Game Calls 
With a product line that includes turkey, waterfowl, deer, predator, small game and big 
game, Knight & Hale calls have been in every corner of North America. Likewise, numerous 
world champion callers have been crowned with the help of a Knight & Hale call. Whether 
it’s a friction call or bugle—or it produces a grunt or a yelp—every Knight & Hale call comes 
with real hunting experience, as if it’s molded into the construction. It’s those practical 
insights that guide product development … and hunter success.  
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